ORGANIZATION

Rainbow Collection, Netherlands pledges to

Eradicate child labour
Eradicate child labour

Name:
Rainbow Collection Against Child Labour

Description:
As an impact agency, we have the opportunity to put child labour on the agenda of the organizations we work with. At each organization with an international supply chain, we will implement different programs and projects that contribute to the eradication of child labour.

Implementation plan:
With each program, we will raise awareness, share our knowledge, and introduce our different tools to make the desired progress, together with the organizations.

Impact:
The programs we create for and with our clients, most often start with supply chain transparency and social compliance procedures. We want them to have more insights into and control over their supply chains to make sure their business operations no longer contribute to child labour. We work on living wage projects with our clients and we will launch a Living Wages Roadmap that will encourage organizations to start their own living wage projects and payments.